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Assays are usually performed on the benchtop using 
handheld pipettes before they graduate, or transfer, to an 
automated liquid handler. Automating a manual method 
may take time and patience, but automation helps lower 
costs, increase throughput, and potentially avoids errors 
associated with a manual method. During the transfer, 

however, the manual assay should be directly compared to 
the automated assay for consistencies in pipetting 

performance. Beckman Coulter and Artel jointly discuss the 
importance of diagnosing liquid handling variability during 

method transfer because an undetected difference in 
accuracy will impact the integrity of the assay as the 

automation process continues. 
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Method Transfer for an Assay



Examples Where a Method Transfer for an 
Assay Might Occur

• “Benchtop” to “automation”

• Tube-based assay to microplate-based assay

• 8-tip liquid handler to 96-tip liquid handler

• 96-well plate to higher density format (384-well, 1536-
well)

• Hand-off: 
• laboratory-to-laboratory
• technician-to-technician
• instrument-to-instrument
• department-to-department
• site-to-site

“Commonalities and Simple Goals” of 
Method Transfer for an Assay

• Understand the working assay 

• Planning - Who, how, what, when 
• Who will transfer the assay?
• How will it be transferred? 
• What are the expectations of the transferred assay?
• When will the transfer, or transition, happen?

• Make the transferred assay work

• Validate the transferred assay



Understanding the Working Assay (1 of 3)

• Is the working assay…
• repeatable? 
• reproducible? 
• validated?

• Does the working assay…
• require multiple pipettors, technicians, groups, or labs? 
• incorporate calibrated and validated equipment (pipettors, 

incubators, etc.)? 
• have properly documented protocols (SOPs)?

Understanding the Working Assay (2 of 3)

• Assay specifics and experimental conditions
• What are the critical reagent components and 

concentrations? Source(s)?

• Use of necessary controls? 

• Are critical reagent transfers wet- or dry-dispensed?

• How many liquid transfers are performed? Is the same 
pipettor used for each step? 

• Is reagent mixing performed? How?

• Are there incubation periods? Centrifugation steps?



Understanding the Working Assay (3 of 3)
• How are contamination and carry-over minimized? Work-

flow approach? Work-stations?

• Where might error be introduced in the transfer of this
assay?

• Are any reagents cold/warm? 

• Is the lab environment controlled? 

• What types of labware and tips are employed and what are 
their characteristics?
• Source for tips? Low retention? Filter tips?
• Tip re-use? Disposable only?
• Tip washing? How? With what?
• Wet-tips vs. dry tips?

• What are the expectations for the transferred assay?

Successfully Transfer the Working Assay & 
Validate (1 of 2)

• Understand the original assay. The original assay works. 
Make the transferred assay work too.

• Project management – design and/or experimental review 
might be necessary – involve key stake holders

• Create a robust method for transfer – seek technical 
assistance if needed and use documentation

• Account for differences in techniques, reagents, instruments, 
labware, tips, etc.



Successfully Transfer the Working Assay & 
Validate (2 of 2)

• Get the target volume(s) right, i.e., get the reagent 
concentration(s) right

• Controls, controls, controls

• Comparability studies 

• Validation – performance comparability & hand-off

• Documentation & sign-off

Assay Transfer and Liquid Handling Steps

Target volumes 
delivered to the 
working assay

Who or what is used for the volume 
transfer steps? How are the volumes 

measured? Quantified? 

Target volumes 
delivered to the 

‘transferred’ assay

Are the volumes equal or comparable?

=



Importance of accurate liquid handling

= ≠

Are the Assay’s Critical Volumes Being 
Dispensed Accurately? How Do You Know?

Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2

?

Are the liquid handling steps and parameters comparable? 

?or



“Getting the Volumes Right” – Why?

• Accuracy matters

• Reagent concentration is
volume-dependent

• Inaccurate volume delivery  
results in inaccurate assay 
components

1.3 µL?

1.7 µL?

1.1 µL?

Importance of Liquid Handling

To have quality liquid 
handling… is to have both 
accuracy and precision…

and there is a difference….

Quality 
liquid 

handling

Superior results –
Data you can trust and 

have confidence in
=



Defining Accuracy & Precision:
There is a Difference

precise, 
inaccurate

10-µL target 
volume; 7 µL

dispensed with 
repeatability

precise and 
accurate

10-µL target 
volume; 10 µL
dispensed with 

repeatability

accurate, 
imprecise

10-µL target 
volume; 10 µL

dispensed without
repeatability

imprecise, 
inaccurate

10-µL target 
volume; 7 µL

dispensed without
repeatability

Assessing Liquid Handling Performance for 
Accuracy and Precision – Three Different 

Examples

(1) Precision only 
(2) Directly comparing liquid handlers
(3) Technician proficiency

= ?

Method 1 Method 2



Monitoring Liquid Handler Performance at 10 µL (1 of 5) –
Precision Only

All methods seem relatively equal

Precision only measurements – the amount of volume, may or may not 
be ‘correct’, but all the volume transfers are equal; all tips are 

performing the same.

Monitoring Liquid Handler Performance at 10 µL (2 of 5) –
Accuracy and Precision

By measuring accuracy, reagent concentration can be determined tip-by-tip 
and well-by-well and the assay’s characteristics are more defined, enabling a 

more ‘seamless’ transfer.



Monitoring Liquid Handler Performance at 10 µL (3 of 5) –
Getting Meaning Out of the Measured Volumes

hitnot a hit false negative?

Monitoring Liquid Handler Performance at 10 µL (4 of 5) –
Knowing Accuracy, and Therefore, Concentration

6.80 µL

9.97 µL

10 µL of critical compound (2 mM), 40 µL total working volume

Method D – (6.80 µL)(2 mM)/(40 µL) = 0.272 mM
Method G – (9.97 µL)(2 mM)/(40 µL) = 0.399 mM

% difference in compound concentration = 37.8%
(if experimental total working volume equals theoretical) 



Monitoring Liquid Handler Performance at 10 µL (5 of 5) –
Dilution With Total Volume Variations

6.80 µL

9.97 µL

10 µL of critical compound (2 mM) in 40 µL (±10%) total working 
volume

Method D – (6.80 µL)(2 mM)/(44 µL) = 0.309 mM
Method G – (9.97 µL)(2 mM)/(36 µL) = 0.554 mM

% difference in compound concentration = 56.8%

Example 2: Directly Comparing 
Liquid Handlers (1 of 3) 

• 8 different pipettors (syringes, pipettes, liquid handlers) 
were used to dispense the same target volume (8 µL)

Liquid 
handler 1

= or ≠ ?
Liquid 

handler 2
Liquid 

handler 1
Liquid 

handler 2



J. Assoc. Lab. Autom., 2007, 12, 172-180.

Example 2: Directly Comparing 
Liquid Handlers (2 of 3) 

8 µL transfer

Successful transfer might be a simple matter of liquid 
handling parameters:

• pre- and post-air gaps
• target, or off-set, volume
• aspirate/dispense rate
• aspirate/dispense height
• on-board mixing
• wash steps
• overall speed 
• wet vs. dry dispense
• dispense order

• Tips/cannulas
• max/min volume 

capacity
• fixed vs. disposable
• dry tip vs. wet tip
• new tip vs. used tip
• carry-over
• tip-touches 

Example 2: Directly Comparing 
Liquid Handlers (3 of 3) 



Example 3: Technician-to-Technician Pipetting 
Proficiency (1 of 2) 

• Two different technicians dispensing 20 µL of same
reagents in the same laboratory with the same 8-tip, 
electronic pipette within minutes of each other

Tech 1 Tech 2

= or

Tech 1 Tech 2

≠ ?

Example 3: Technician-to-Technician Pipetting 
Proficiency (2 of 2) 

Tech 1 Tech 2

J. Assoc. Lab. Autom., 2007, 12, 172-180.



Often Overlooked Sources of Error in Liquid 
Handling

• Pipettes

• Liquid handlers

• Operators

• Environment

“Minimizing Liquid Delivery Risk” American Laboratory News
4-article series, 2007 (by ARTEL)

Review of Liquid Handling Goals For Method 
Transfer

• Reproducibly deliver target volume with accuracy & 
precision

• Rapidly verify transferred target volumes with 
standardized platform

• Equalize volume transfer performance assessment to 
facilitate method transfer



MVS, a standardized volume verification 
platform for facilitating assay transfer

MVS® Multichannel Verification System

• Standardized results
• Universal platform
• Fast, Simple Volume 

Verification
• Easier than other methods



MVS® Multichannel Verification System

• Tip-by-tip and well-by-well 
volume determinations

• Measures both accuracy and 
precision

• 10 nL – 200 µL
• 96-w and 384-w plates
• Dilution step accuracy
• DMSO and custom reagents
• In-process liquid handler QC

MVS Components

Characterized Microtiter 
Plates Sample Solutions Calibrator Plate

Plate Shaker
Notebook Computer w/ 

System Software & Barcode 
Reader

Microtiter Plate Reader



Easy, Reliable Performance Verification 
Increases Liquid Handling Quality

Calibrate Dispense Read

MVS Dual-Dye Photometric Method: 
Dispensing and Reading

• Photometric measurement of liquid volume
• Two dyes measured at two wavelengths 
• Ratiometric calculation of results per well
• Simultaneous measurement of accuracy & precision per tip

Mix

Photometric 
Measurements

Dispense Sample
(quantitative)

Dispense Diluent
(non-quantitative)



Automatic Reporting Per Tip and Per Well
• Statistics are displayed by 

row, column, and tip

• Highlighted wells for out-of-
tolerance results

• Can be exported as HTML or 
XML

• Other information includes: 
• lot numbers
• expiration dates
• user name
• date/time stamp, layout, 

liquid handler, etc.
Sample report generated after volume verification 
for a 5-uL dispense into a 96-well plate using a 96-

channel P200 head (statistics not shown for the 
three replicate dispenses)

Biomek, 96-tip head, 5 µL Target Volume, 3 replicates

Single-measurement data: all individual tips within a device can 
be directly compared 

Performance Data for Every Tip



Universal: Multiple User Types

• Liquid handler manufacturers 

• Research and development
• HTS
• Compound Management
• Lead optimization

• Automation engineers

• Manufacturing

• Clinical

• Forensics

MVS is the Standard Platform for 
Volume Verification

• Components of the MVS work together to provide accuracy 
and precision assessment for target volumes dispensed 
into microtiter plates.

• Standardization between liquid handlers and/or 
laboratories, which really means…

2 µL dispensed by 
a Biomek FX MC 
with p20 tip in 

Fullerton, CA on 
Tuesday

2 µL dispensed by 
NX MC p20 tip in 

Indianapolis, IN on 
Thursday

2 µL dispensed by 
a Biomek 3000 

p20 tip in 
Research Triangle 
Park, NC on Friday

= =



Uses for a Robust, Standardized Volume 
Verification Platform

• Facilitating method scale-up and transfer

• Liquid handler optimization and validation

• Comparing factory to site acceptance testing

• Troubleshooting and diagnosing

• When preparing (reproducible) samples or mother/daughter plates

• Quick volume checks; or before/after using rare reagent

• Monitoring all critical target volumes in an assay/process

• Employee training 

• Assessing step-wise dilution accuracy

Case Study 



Assessing Biomek FX Performance & Facilitating 
Method Transfer for an RT-PCR Assay

Customer Has Performance Concerns

• Customer is not achieving the same results for an RT-
PCR assay performed with a Biomek FX as compared to 
the manual assay using a handheld pipette

• A Beckman service call was initiated
• A Beckman applications scientist was called-in to 

diagnose, troubleshoot and optimize the automated RT-
PCR method

≠



Understanding the Assay:
Where is Accuracy Required?

• Assay Plate 
10 µL Sample – In Excess; not a critical 

volume transfer step

15 µL Master Mix   – CRITICAL STEP; 
accuracy required

• Place in thermocycler for 1.5 hours

• Results obtained 

• The RT-PCR assay was primer-limited, so the volume 
transfer of 15 µL master mix to the assay was a critical 
step and therefore needed to be accurate.

Assessing Biomek Performance with MVS

• RT-PCR assay tolerances for 
accuracy and precision were 3% 
and 5%, respectively

• Goal – 15 µL target volume

• First test was “as found” with 
Biomek FX Scaling Factor and 
Offset at 1 and 0, respectively



Biomek “As Found” Performance Testing

• The accuracy was 
found to be out of 
tolerance

• 14.03 µL = average 
transferred volume

• -6.47 % = relative 
inaccuracy 

• 1.14 % = CV
well-by-well volume 
values

tip-by-tip mean 
volume and statistics

Overall test statistics flagged for 
failed accuracy

(partial MVS Output Report)

Biomek Software Adjusted for Accuracy

• After using the measured volumes from the MVS, 
the Biomek’s Scaling Factor and Offset were 
adjusted to 1.045 and 0.354, respectively

• The volume verification test was repeated



The Biomek Meets Assay Specifications

• The Biomek was found to 
perform well within assay 
tolerances

• 15.01 µL = average 
transferred volume

• 0.07 % = relative 
inaccuracy 

• 1.20 % = CV

no out-of-tolerance 
‘flags’ on report

End of Story?
• No

• The results obtained with automated RT-PCR assay 
still did not match those obtained with manual method

• What went wrong?

• Liquid type?
– Solution used in assay was master mix containing 

approximately 20% glycerol
– The applications scientist decided to use MVS alternative test 

solution functionality to assess Biomek performance when 
transferring a 20% glycerol in water (v/v) test solution. 



Glycerol-based Test Solutions for Assessing 
Biomek Performance

• Liquid handler performance measurements with MVS 
can be assessed using custom test solutions

• A glycerol test solution is more like the master mix as 
compared to the aqueous test solutions

Preparing the Glycerol-based Solution & 
Testing with MVS

• The 20% glycerol-based test solution was prepared and 
used to assess the Biomek’s performance. 

• An MVS dye-stock is gravimetrically added to the 
glycerol solution to create the custom test solution

J. Assoc. Lab. Autom., 2006, 11, 172-180



Biomek Performance with Glycerol Solutions

• Tested instrument using 
same Scaling Factor and 
Offset (1.045 and 0.354, 
respectively)

• 14.42 µL = average 
transferred volume

• -3.87 % = relative inaccuracy 

• 2.50 % = CV

Not performing 
within assay 
tolerances

Biomek Software Adjusted for Accuracy for 
Glycerol Test Solutions

• After using the measured volumes from the MVS, 
the Biomek’s Scaling Factor and Offset were 
adjusted to 1.052 and 0.135, respectively

• The glycerol-based volume verification test was 
repeated with the MVS



Biomek Meets Assay Specifications for 
Glycerol-based Solutions

• 14.84 µL = average 
transferred volume

• -1.07 % = relative 
inaccuracy 

• 1.21 % = CV

No ‘flags’

Round 2 - End of Story?

• No

• The results obtained with automated RT-PCR assay still
did not match those obtained with manual method

• NOW what was wrong???
– Same reagents and materials used
– Biomek performance is within assay specifications
– Manual vs. automated assay still do not compare
– What about manual method? Technician’s pipetting technique?



Assessing Technician Pipetting 
Proficiency with the MVS

• Manual pipetting of technician was 
assessed with the glycerol-based 
test solutions

• Why?
• Troubleshooting and diagnosing needed
• Need to fully understand the working assay

• Materials & Technique
• How was the technician pipetting the same 

reagents to make the assay work?
• Was the pipette within specification
• Observing technician’s pipetting technique

Technician Pipetting Proficiency with MVS

• 15.65 µL = average 
transferred volume

• 4.33 % = relative 
inaccuracy 

• 1.34 % = CV

Technician is 
over-pipetting
master mix



Round 3 - End of Story?

• Technician was over-pipetting master mix

• Was this the answer?

• The Biomek was programmed to pipette 15.65 µL, to 
match the manually pipetted volume

• The automated RT-PCR was run again

Final Adjustments and PROBLEM SOLVED!

• The RT-PCR results for manual assay and for the 
modified automated assay were now the same

=



Conclusions 

Is Volume Verification Necessary for Method 
Transfer?

• Impact on:
• Understanding the assay
• Experimental, assay and data integrity
• Laboratory productivity, motivation, confidence
• GMP/GLP compliance and documentation
• Economics 

• lab-to-lab efforts streamlined
• reduced downstream costs
• instrument downtime minimized
• reduced reagent & consumable waste 
• resources (labor, time) minimized



Liquid Handling Validation

“In the modern drug discovery, clinical, and forensic laboratories 
there is an ever-increasing requirement for validation of every aspect 
of laboratory operations …

A single error in a liquid transfer step can destroy a 
complete assay, and in most cases, this error is not 
caught until the assay is completed resulting in a loss of 
time and resources ....”

G.J. Wendel, J. Assoc. Lab. Autom., 2006, 11, 88-91
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